YOUR ADVANTAGES
AT A GLANCE
ZF-Ecofluid Life Plus allows you to benefit from a variety of
advantages:
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FUEL-SAVING
The favored oil for ZF-EcoLife transmissions

■■ Specially developed for ZF-EcoLife transmissions
■■ Fuel savings of up to 1.5% compared to mineral transmission
oils

■■ Extended oil change intervals leading to less downtime and
lower maintenance costs

■■ Higher operating temperatures of up to 120 °C
■■ Effective protection of all transmission components leading to
a long transmission service life

■■ Recommended for challenging topographical conditions,
stop-and-go traffic, frequent cold starts, and retarder operation
Highly flexible temperature behavior
Optimum shifting comfort
Excellent stability
Always state of the art

40283 EN
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THE TEMPERATURE-STABLE
FUEL-SAVING OIL

ECONOMICAL AND
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

CONVINCING PRODUCT
CHARACTERISTICS

ZF-Ecofluid Life Plus is the optimized transmission oil

Compared to mineral transmission oils, ZF-Ecofluid Life

ZF-Ecofluid Life Plus has more to offer than conventional

for modern ZF-EcoLife transmissions. It was specially

Plus generates fuel savings of up to 1.5%. This makes it

transmission oils.

developed as a particularly fuel-saving and tempera-

economical and environmentally friendly. Depending on

ture-stable low-viscosity oil for this transmission type.

actual vehicle application, even higher fuel savings can

Lower operating costs – extended oil change intervals

Thanks to continuous quality assurance and further

be achieved.

The exceptional stability of ZF-Ecofluid Life Plus makes

development, ZF-Ecofluid Life Plus is always state of

extended oil change intervals possible. This helps effec-

the art and thus effectively protects the ZF-EcoLife

tively save oil, oil filters, and working time.

transmission from wear.
Higher operating temperatures

Thanks to improved oxidation stability and constant
Mixed fleets

ZF-Ecofluid A Life, the strong
universal oil for ZF-Ecomat and

friction characteristics, ZF-Ecofluid Life Plus is suited for
higher operating temperatures of up to 120 °C.

ZF-EcoLife transmissions
Optimum shifting comfort and a long service life

ZF-EcoLife fleets	
ZF-Ecofluid Life Plus, the

ZF-Ecofluid Life Plus is a high-performance oil specially

special oil for ZF-EcoLife trans-

developed for city buses and coaches with characteristics

missions which excels thanks to

optimally adapted to increase shifting comfort and extend

particularly high fuel savings

service life. The oil is designed for high loads – such as
challenging topographical conditions, stop-and-go traffic,
frequent cold starts, and retarder operation.
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